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Abstract: The site currently occupied by the Archaeological Museum in Kraków abounds with finds dating back to the early medieval period. It is located on the edge of the alluvial cone of the Prądnik, a tributary to the Vistula River. In the 9th–13th century, the area was contained within the fortified suburbium where a dwelling, productive and commercial settlement developed. After 1612, the land was donated to the Discalced Carmelite Order, and the monastery with the church of St. Michael and St. Joseph were built. In the year 1797, on the strength of the decree issued by the Austrian Emperor Joseph II (from 1782), concerning the dissolution of monastic orders, the Carmelite Order was dissolved, and the church with the monastery were confiscated by the State Treasury to be used as prison and jail cells. In 1954, Kraków authorities donated the complex to serve the needs of the Archaeological Museum in Kraków. The history of the buildings became the topic of subsequent exhibitions.
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INTRODUCTION

While researching the history of the site where the Archaeological Museum in Kraków (AMK) is nowadays located, we have made use of various archaeological, historical and iconographic sources, as well as information provided by palaeogeographers or geomorphologists.

In early medieval Kraków there existed two basic fortified complexes: the stronghold – Wawel and the suburbium – Okół. Other sites which might have been fortified during
the early medieval period, situated where roads entered the town or by fords and havens, are still poorly identified, e.g. Gródek, Skalka, Zwierzyniec or Bronowice, which might be connected with safeguarding, controlling and customs functions (Fig. 1) (see: Radwański & Tyniec 2010 and literature therein).

Fig. 1. Early Middle Age Kraków, VIII/IX–XIII century: A – Wawel, B – Okól, C – Gródek; a – Prądnik Cone, b – upper lands, c – boggy (rivers, ponds), d – settlement, e – fortificated places, f – Okól moat, g – churches – reliable, supposed, h – otherness stone buildings, i – cemeteries, j – roads, k – Archaeological Museum in Kraków (after: Radwański & Tyniec 2010 with changes)
Like the majority of early medieval towns, Kraków, or rather that part of it which turned into a town, developed in connection with the stronghold, Wawel, and undoubtedly constituted a centre of tribal, state and church administration in southern Poland. Besides political and social conditions, the geomorphologic landform features – terrace of the Vistula and alluvial fan of the Prądnik constituted an important element in its development.

It also concerns the site where AMK is nowadays located – after all it used to be the western edge of the Okól (Tyczyńska 1968, 1974, Kmietowicz-Drathowa 1971: 41–42, 1972, Radwański 1975: 14–43).

**AREA OF RESEARCH**

The layout of Okól was closely linked to the land form of the middle terrace of the Vistula and the course of its edge, to which town fortifications and buildings in outskirts were adjusted. Inside, the principal direction of housing development was indicated by the main road – in the vicinity of the southern stretch of Kanonicza Street and its continuation towards the north. In the west the area had a natural borderline – the so called Żabi Kruk marshes.

Since the 9th century, settlement in Kraków intensified. It has been registered in preserved large sections of cultural layers and archaeological objects with considerable amounts of historic materials, as well as artefacts frequently found in secondary deposits. The development of settlement can be particularly well observed in the Okól area (Radwański 1975: 35–38, 57–149 and literature therein).

Three stages of settlement have been registered in numerous archaeological excavations and boreholes in the Okól area, from the time between the beginning of the 9th and the 2nd half of the 10th century (Fig. 1):

1. Before constructing the palisade.
2. Connected with building and functioning of the palisade.
3. A settlement after the palisade had been destroyed, which functioned until Okól was surrounded with a timber-and-earth embankment, and also with a moat in its northern part at the end of the 10th and the beginning of the 11th century.

**HISTORY OF THE BUILDING**

Built at the turn of the 10th and 11th century, the timber-stone-earth ramparts round the Okól survived until the 13th century (Radwańska 1971: 15–40). Their relics were discovered in many places on the edge of the middle terrace, e.g. in archaeological digs carried out in the gardens of the Archaeological Museum in Kraków (Fig. 2). Houses were situated parallel to the ramparts thus creating a lane running along the wall. The course of the discovered fragments of the wall and their close connection to the lie of the land indicate defensive fortifications linking Okól and Wawel.
During the medieval period the core of the embankment was used as a basis of a stone
defensive wall for that part of the city (Radwański 1975: 121–129, 1986).

The timber-stone-and-earth fortification must have been destroyed during the Tartar
invasion in the years 1259–1260 (traces of burning are visible also in excavations in the Old
Market Square, e.g. by the St. Wojciech’s church). Source information from 1321 mentions
the fact that Wawel was linked with the chartered town by establishing “civitas nova in
Okol”. It might have been then that Okól was surrounded with a stone wall, or it might have
taken place after 1401, when King Władysław Jagiello allowed for digging moats between
the St. Nicholas’ Gate and the Grodzka Gate (see: Rajman 2004: 206–210 and literature
therein). The walls have been preserved in several places of Okól in the form of negatives,
or elements on the lowest floor of the city fortifications. And one such fragment of
the basement of the defensive wall can be found in the premises of the AMK. Information
concerning the buildings existing here during the medieval period is also connected with the premises of the present-day museum (Rajman 2004: 343, Wyrozumski 2007: 43). Among the known from written records and located objects are e.g.: the manor of the Tyniec abbot and the Tyniec hospice (though precise location within the built-up area is uncertain), the town bath (beneath the present-day south wing – underground sections of the city wall were used in the bath construction), noblemen’s manors (assumed location) – of Gniewosz from Dalewice and of the Tęczyński family – the Painted Manor in the “Kanonia” street (Strzelecka 1956, Borowiejska-Birkenmajerowa 1972, Tobiasz 1980).

After 1612, when the Order of the Discalced Carmelites came into possession of the premises of the Tyniec abbot’s manor and the town bath, they began to rebuild it to suit the needs of the monastery and the erect the church of St. Michael and St. Joseph (consecrated in 1635). In 1660, the city handed over the Masons’ Tower to the order (its relics are visible in the bottom parts of the tower), the last lay object within the complex.

The church of St. Michael and St. Joseph was built in the early Baroque style (Langman 1934a, 1934b, 1934c, 1939, Marecki 2005: 2–3). It might have been designed by an architect working in Kraków at that time, Giovanni Trevano (in Poland from 1595) (Malkiewicz 2003: 53). According to the principles set for the newly built Carmelite churches, its shape and size corresponded to the church Santa Maria della Scala in Rome. No reliable images of the church of St. Michael and St. Joseph have been preserved. Its plan has been recreated only theoretically (on the basis of the plan of Kraków made for Kołłątaj) – the width of the facade over 20 m, inside length 38 m, the length of the nave 25 m, presbytery 12 m, the width of the transept arms, square in the cross over 15 m, width of the presbytery over 8 m, diameter of arches in the nave 3.5 m (see: Marecki 2005: 2–3). Generous donations to the Counter-Reformation order resulted in magnificent altars, sculptures, portals and gravestones from black marble (Langman 1939).

In 1797, on the strength of the decree issued by the Emperor of Austria, Joseph II, in 1782, concerning the dissolution of those monastic orders which did not conduct scientific or educational work, or take care of the poor, the Carmelite order by the church of St. Michel and St. Joseph in Kraków was dissolved, and the church, monastery and remaining monastic buildings were confiscated by the State Treasury to serve as a prison and jail rooms.

Monastery premises were refurbished to accommodate prison cells, and the deteriorating church was demolished in 1872. Since 1835, the rich interior decoration of the church was gradually dismantled. After demolishing the church, a new courthouse and a chapel were erected in its place.

Monastery buildings were converted into prison cells, while the church served as a prison chapel and, after almost 100 years, the dilapidated building was finally demolished in 1872. Since 1835, the lavish interior decoration of the church was gradually dismantled and moved to other church objects. These items include altars (Fig. 3) made from black limestone from Dębni, painting of St. Joseph, a crucifix, a figure of St. Michael killing
the dragon, portal frameworks and small elements of interior decoration as well as noblemen’s tombstones. They can be found in the church of St. Mark in Kraków, the Bernardine church at the foot of the Wawel Hill St. Katharine’s church in Kraków’s Kazimierz and church of St. Wojciech in Jaworzno. The largest set of altars, also made of wood, can be found in the Franciscan church in Kraków.

In 1954, Kraków authorities transferred the complex of former prison buildings of St. Michael’s (the colloquial name of prison from 19th century, which used the name of the Carmelite church dedicated to St. Michael stuck in the communal memory) to the Archaeological Museum in Kraków (Fig. 4). In the years 1958–1966, the buildings were completely refurbished and adopted to meet the needs of a museum.

Fig. 3. The altar of the church St. Joseph and St. Michael, the state of 1930s − now in the church of St. Catherine in Kraków (after: Langman 1939)
Since then, exhibitions presenting the history of the place have been displayed three times – narration in the two previous exhibitions concentrated in the times closest to us – on recreating the history of the prison and prisoners themselves (based on archive materials kept in the Centre of Scientific Information and Archive – OINA of the Archaeological Museum in Kraków). They had clearly defined political overtones.

The first attempt at presenting the history of the edifice was the exhibition entitled “People and walls” opened soon after the Archaeological Museum in Kraków had moved to its new seat at 3 Senacka Street (it functioned during the period from September 1967 till September 1990). It consisted of items used in prison and information boards placed in the corridor and cells of the 2nd level of the cellars. Visitors also had access to the so called seclusion cell. The exhibition was entirely subordinated to the expectations of the authorities at the times – it showed primarily facts and exhibits associated with political prisoners from the 1930s. Similarly located and constructed was the next exhibition, opened in September 1992, entitled “St. Michael. Monastery. Prison. Museum.” It also reflected the history of the building solely by means of texts and few illustrations mounted on boards. The history of the premises constituted merely a background for information concerning political prisoners. The exhibition was accessible only to organised groups of visitors and ceased to function after approximately five years (it is difficult to pinpoint a concrete date of closing the exhibition, since its rooms were gradually converted into storage space).
The creators (Anna Tyniec is the author of the exhibition scenario), representing the Institute of National Remembrance, Kraków Branch, have been invited to collaborate on the current exhibition, which intended to present the rich history of the place. The institute’s employees Joanna Dutka and Maciej Zakrzewski prepared the part of the exhibition concerning the history of St. Michael’s prison during the period of Nazi occupation and the first years after World War II (Tyniec et al. 2009). The motto of their work was written by Tadeusz Reyman (1899–1955), one of the former directors of the Archaeological Museum in Kraków (Reyman 1937: 47): “An Archaeological Museum is a very distinct notion, serving an entirely different purpose than other museums [...] What should it really be? Primarily, it ought to be a refuge, a shelter for preserved and discovered historic objects.”

Reyman’s long-lasting endeavours to acquire suitable exhibition space to house archaeological collections and displays of the Archaeological Museum (Reyman 1947, Legacy of Tadeusz Reyman, see also: Woźny in print) resulted, in 1954, in donating the premises in Senacka and Poselska streets to serve this purpose. Acquiring this location also led to the challenge that archaeologists were faced with, i.e. exhibiting a monument whose merely tiny part was of archaeological significance which, in that context, the museum was building itself.

The most vital issue, however, was the manner of presenting architectonic relics and selected rooms, existing within the planned exhibition space, which were to become integral elements of the display and de facto exhibits presented in it (see: Świecimski 1996a: 33, 41, 46, 1996b: 13–15, 2004).

**SUMMARY**

The fundamental task was to use the preserved architectonic elements as museum exhibits (Figs 5, 6), which were to fulfil not only the function of an “architecture zone”, but also exist as an “exhibit zone” as defined by Jerzy Świecimski (1992: 64 and next). In this case the zones interpenetrated and existed in a complete interrelation. Additionally, the demand for exhibit authenticity was absolutely fulfilled. Being located within the planned exhibition space and constituting an integral part of its factual content, they required the display composition to be adjusted to them. One could quote here yet another statement by the already mentioned author: “Defining a museum object as a thing can be treated solely as a “technical” definition. It does not reflect the significant structure of a cultural item, nor does it consider the fact that not all features of a museum object can be narrowed down to features of a thing” (Świecimski 1992: 73). Theoretically, he related them mainly to „works of art”, but in a concrete case they allow for revealing the whole factual and emotional content associated with the exhibition space. The structure of that part of the building where the exhibition is presented allowed for selecting and highlighting architectonic elements and rooms not as background or setting, but as objects of the utmost importance. Those elements are: relics of a medieval stone city wall, a death wall and a death cell. Their unique role has resulted from the meaning they convey.
Fig. 5. Part of the exhibition “The history of the building housing the Archaeological Museum in Kraków” – fragment of XIV-century city stone wall (A. Tyniec)

Fig. 6. Part of the exhibition “The history of the building housing the Archaeological Museum in Kraków” (A. Tyniec)
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